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GIVING LIGHT TO THE WORLD

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi accepts Helen Keller International Humanitarian Award

HELEN Keller International presented the Helen Keller International Humanitarian Award 2016 to Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, State Counsellor and Union Minister for Foreign Affairs, in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday, in recognition of her outstanding dedication to philanthropic causes.

The presentation ceremony held at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was attended by State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, U Kyaw Tint Swe, Union Minister for the State Counsellor’s Office, U Win Myat Aye, Union Minister for Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement, Directors-General from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Health and Sports, delegation members of the Helen Keller International Europe led by President Dr Howard Cohn and responsible personnel from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

At the ceremony, Dr Howard Cohn delivered his remarks and presented the Helen Keller International Humanitarian Award 2016 to Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.

“We need to break through from a situation of blindness and deafness, then we open ourselves to the world at large,” said the State Counsellor. “For Helen Keller, her handicaps were difficult. For many of us, the handicaps we face are social, humanitarian, financial and political and these we have to overcome through cooperation

“To give light to those who are blind is an opportunity given to very few of us.

IN an area clearance operation launched by the Tatmataw troops in Ngarssaryu village at 6:10am yesterday morning, the troops seized 8 people who got involved in the village of Pyaungpaik in Maungtaw Township—namely Arkularlong, Kharmarhuse, Arbuarlong, Zarutarlong, Nurukarmai, Habuoaosong, Juralong, Arbuawawshaw.

They were handed over to the No. 1 border guard controlling headquarters, according to the Myawady News.

Likewise, the Tatmadaw troops and police force continued to discover attackers who involved themselves in violent attacks. Abdullah was arrested at his abode in Kyautgaung village at 7 am yesterday and found Swetarnaak at his house in Kyutmauktaung village, handing them over to the respective stations.

And, during the patrol in the river Nat at 1 am or so this morning, the Vessel patrol group (NAVYSEALS) found 2 suspicious boats in the creek, 300 yards away from south of Ushaykyachaung. They refused to come back to the patrol team and tried to run away. In the pursuit, the troops arrested 5 Bengalis.

Attacks involved in Maungtaw violent attacks, 5 Bengali suspects arrested

SEE PAGE 2 >>

First case of Zika found in Yangon
Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services and wife attend Kathina robe offering ceremony

Then, Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services and Commander-in-Chief (Army) Vice Senior General Soe Win and wife, the union minister for home affairs and wife, the union minister for defence and wife and senior officers offered Kathina robes to monks. Later, the senior general and officers listened to the sermon by the Sayadaw and offered meal to the monks. Families of the Office of Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services (Army,Navy and Air Force) offered K68.1 million worth of goods.—Mynamar News Agency

First case of Zika found in Yangon

A first case of Zika infection has been identified in a pregnant foreign woman in Yangon, according to Ministry of Health and Sports. Authorities confirmed the infection in the 32-year old foreign woman yesterday following laboratory test. "Authorities are stepping efforts for prevention and control of the Zika virus infection," said the report of the Myanma Radio and Television.

The Zika virus has also been linked to the birth defect microcephaly.—GNLM

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi accepts Hellen Keller International Humanitarian Award

>> FROM PAGE 1
And to give nutrition to those who are lacking it is opening the way for a better future for our children. The great majority of our children are medically stunted because of lack of proper nutrition. If given the right nutrition, they will be able to develop better mentally and physically. And they will be able to help build the future of our country in a way that will offer the greatest opportunities in the greatest number.”

The state counsellor expressed thanks to all those involved with Helen Keller International, which aims to make the vulnerable strong and thus capable of building lives that are meaningful and that will contribute to the well-being of the world in general. “Helen Keller toured the world extensively in spite of the fact that she could not see and could not hear”. Day Aung San Suu Kyi said. “But she managed to communicate with more people than the average human being.”—GNLM

Japanese company to build new airport in Haka

A NEW airport is likely to be built in Haka, the capital of remote Chin State, according to the Chin State government.

Chin State Minister for Transport U Shwe Ceu said a Japanese company will make geographical survey in the project area next month. According to the first survey, the company plans to construct an airfield near mile post 5 on Haka-Hantalan Road. A Japanese company pledged to support both technical assistance and funds for the new scheme. The Japanese company wishes to make its apology for the invasion in World War II by establishing an airport in the state, U Shwe Ceu added.

An airport has been under construction under the government’s budget since 2015 in Falam Township in Chin State. The project is estimated to be finalised within three years.—Mymakkha News Agency

Counterfeit notes discovered in Ingapu

LOCAL authorities seized 58 K 10,000 counterfeit notes in Ingapu Township in Ayeyawady Region on Tuesday, police reported yesterday.

U Aung Min Htike, the administrator of Kwinkauk Village, sent the counterfeit notes to police on October 25.

He collected them from residents in different villages, including two bills from a monk at a monastery in Kungyangon Village, two from Ma Aye Aye Khaing, a seller in Khonegyi Village, and the other 50 brought by other residents.

Currently, police members put forth concerted efforts to arrest the owner of the fake notes first, the police officer of Kwinkauk Police Station.

Police opened a counterfeit note investigation under Section 105/106 of the Central Bank of Myanmar Law.—Mymakkha News Agency

Crime NEWS

Investigation continues into illegal hardwood seized in Sagaing

POLICE are still investigating a case in which no one will claim ownership of illegally traded teak and hardwood last month in Sagaing Region.

The illegal logs of teak and hardwood weighing over 24 tonnes and worth about Ks5 million were seized by police in Pinlebu Township in Sagaing Region on 16 September. However, no suspects have been brought to justice so far, according to the investigators.

Those ownerless logs and timber including 1.2 tonnes of teak logs and over 20 tonnes of hardwood were found near Taungmagyi Mountain, located two miles from the east of Kankone Village in the township. Authorities acted on a tip from a member of public.

The owner of the logs escaped from the scene when police raided the area, said the head of Pinlebu Police Station.

According to the investigators, the name of the owner of those illegal items is U Tin Win, who resides in Kankon Village. The authorities on Tuesday opened file a lawsuit against the suspect, who will face legal charges under the law.—Mymakkha News Agency

A K 10,000 counterfeit note. Photo: MMK
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President U Htin Kyaw holds talks with Acting Chairman Tran Anh Tuan of Bank for Investment and Development of Viet Nam (BIDV). PHOTO: MNA

President receives BIDV acting chairman, Viettel CEO in Hanoi

PRESIDENT U Htin Kyaw received the Acting Chairman Tran Anh Tuan of Bank for Investment and Development of Viet Nam (BIDV) at the Grand Plaza Hotel in Hanoi yesterday morning. The chairman discussed potentials for engaging in insurance and agriculture sector in Myanmar.

President U Htin Kyaw also received CEO of Viettel Tele- com Corporation Nguyen Manh Hung at the hotel yesterday and discussed expansion of communication network in Myanmar.

Also present at the calls were Union Ministers Dr Aung Thu and U Kyaw Win and Minister of State for Foreign Affairs U Kyaw Tint.

Later, the Myanmar delegation led by President U Htin Kyaw and wife Daw Su Su Lwin, together with Myanmar ambassador to Viet Nam and senior officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, visited Ha Long Bay, a world heritage site, in Quang Ninh and studied regional development and tourism promotion by boat.

In the evening, the president and the delegation attended the dinner hosted by Chairman Mr Nguyen Duc Long of Quang Ninh State People’s Committee.

—Myanmar News Agency

The Republic of the Union of Myanmar
Union Election Commission
Announcement on date and vacant constituencies for by-elections
27th October, Nay Pyi Taw

THE Union Election Commission, exercising vested duty and rights under Article 10 of the Union Election Law, will hold by-elections for the following vacant constituencies for respective Hluttaws on 1 April 2007 (Saturday).

Vacant Constituencies for Pyithu Hluttaw

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Townships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monywa Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaungzon Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hlinethaya Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagon Myothit (Seikkan) Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagon Myothit (East) Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawkhu Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kehsi Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongshu Township Pyithu Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vacant Constituencies for Amyotha Hluttaw

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Townships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chin State Amyotha Hluttaw Constituency 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bago Region Amyotha Hluttaw Constituency 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yangon Amyotha Hluttaw Constituency 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vacant Constituencies for State Hluttaw:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Townships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phruso Township State Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kengtung Township State Hluttaw Constituency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kehsi Township State Hluttaw Constituency 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kehsi Township State Hluttaw Constituency 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyaunghwe Township State Hluttaw Constituency 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongshu Township State Hluttaw Constituency 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongshu Township State Hluttaw Constituency 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Five dozens hospitalised for food-poisoning in Mandalay

NEARLY five dozen people were hospitalised for food-poisoning after eating biriyani at a wedding reception in Mandalay yesterday.

“Some suffered from bowel disorders, vomiting and dizziness yesterday after being treated at the Dhammayoon, according to U Aung Myint, health assistant 1 of Pyigyidaung, Mandalay.

Thirteen hospitalized patients who have to be admitted to a hospital in Mandalay are also recovering, U Aung Myint said. —Aung Than Khanting

The Republic of the Union of Myanmar
Union election Commission
Notification 24/2016
11th Waning Day of Thadingyut, 1378 ME
27th October, 2016

DESIGNATION of dates for submission of names of candidates, withdrawal of application forms for candidates and scrutiny of application forms of candidates for respective Hluttaws exercising the authorities under Hluttaw Election Rule 16, the Union Election Commission designated the following dates:

(a) Opening date for submission of names of candidates for respective Hluttaws 14th Waning Day of Tazungmon, 1378 ME(28th November, 2016)
(b) Closing date for submission of names of candidates for respective Hluttaw 8th Waxing Day of Nadaw, 1378 ME(7th December, 2016)
(c) Closing date for withdrawal of application forms of candidates, if ever 10th Waxing Day of Nadaw, 1378 ME(9th December, 2016)
(d) Dates for scrutiny of name submission forms of candidates from 13th Waxing Day to 4th Waning Day of Nadaw, 1378 ME(from 12th to 18th December, 2016)

—Myanmar News Agency

Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker
U Win Myint holds talks with Korean National Assembly Speaker

A DELEGATION led by Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker U Win Myint held talks with Mr Chung Sye-kyun, Speaker of the National Assembly of the Republic of Korea at the parliament in Seoul, South Korea.

At the meeting, they discussed matters related to cooperation between the two parliaments and legislative affairs.

After the meeting, the delegation visited the main meeting hall of the National Assembly.

Speaker Mr Chung Sye-kyun hosted a dinner in honour of the delegation.

At the invitation of the Speaker of the National Assembly of South Korea, Speaker U Win Myint arrived at Incheon Airport of South Korea at 07:50 am yesterday. They were welcomed at the airport by Mr Lee Baek-soon, Advisor to the Speaker of the National Assembly, Korean officials and Myanmar Ambassador to South Korea Thura U Thein Oo Maung.

—Myanmar News Agency
Local Business

Efforts to be made to fulfill up to 1 million labour requirements in garment sector

THE concerted efforts will be exerted to fulfill the requirements of labour force in garment sector, it is learnt from garment enterprise. The garment sector is likely to grow five times more than its current status and employ between 300,000 and 1 million labourers by 2024, officials said. Exports from the garment sector earned nearly US$1.7 billion last year.

The entrepreneurs who are engaged in the garment sector are making a concerted effort so that the garment export value reach US$10 billion by 2024. Japan, Europe and South Korea are the main export markets of Myanmar’s garment enterprises. The garment export could possibly penetrate America’s market, said U Soe Thaw, a garment entrepreneur.

There are over 400 garment businessmen in the Myanmar Garment Entrepreneurs Association. The awareness campaigns concerning the rules and regulations of the garment enterprise are being carried out.

Myanmar’s garment sector is expected to earn US$2 billion in this fiscal year 2016-2017.—200

Peas exports hit over US$910 million as of mid-October

THE export of various types of peas as of 21st October in the fiscal year 2016-2017 fetched over US$910 million, which increased by US$189.95 million when compared to the same period of last fiscal year, it is learnt from the Commerce Ministry.

In the similar period of 2015-2016, the export of peas earned over US$270.118 million.

The prices for different varieties of mung bean at Bayinnaung depot were between KS1,405,000 and KS1,475,000 per tonne on 26th October.

On 17th October, mung bean sq sold for KS1,485,000 per tonne while the price of mung bean FAQ was KS1,425,000 per tonne and pigeon pea price was KS1,002,000 per tonne. On 11th October, the prices are KS1,510,000 per tonne of mung bean SQ, KS1,425,000 per tonne of mung bean FAQ and KS1,040,000 per tonne of pigeon pea, it is learnt from pea market.

India is the main buyer of Myanmar’s peas, which also flowed into China market through border trade. India and Myanmar have reached an agreement to enter into a government-to-government agreement to purchase the peas. India will also provide technical assistance to Myanmar’s pea growers.

The agricultural product export as of 21st October fetched US$1,503.86 million.— Ko Htet

Four firms win high frequency internet services

IN order to provide nationwide high-speed internet service, and also to allow the Union to earn more tax revenue, tender bids were invited by the Ministry of Transport and Communication.

To ensure fair bidding, a Simultaneous Multi-Rounds Auction (SMRA) was exercised. The auctions were held 32 times on October 17, 18 and 19 at the Hotel Royal ACE. Nine out of 20 companies were shortlisted for the auctions.

Auction areas were divided into three geographical sections — Area 1 includes Nay Pyi Taw, Magwe, Bago, Mon, Kayin and Taninthary, with the minimum bid of US$3 million.

Area 2 includes Yangon, Ayeyawady and Rakhine, with a bottom bid of US$7 million. Area 3 consists of Mandalay, Sagaing, Chin, Shan, Kachin and Kayah, and its bottom price is US$5 million.

Successful companies in area 1 are Fortune International, which bid up to US$7.3 million and Global Technology, which also bid US$7.3 million.

In area 2 were Amara Communications Co and Yatanapon Teleport Public Co, bidding US$95.82 million and US$83.44 million, respectively. In area 3 were Yatanapon Teleport Public Co and Amara, bidding US$27.24 million and 24.55 million, respectively.

Amara Communications in auctions of area 2 and 3 is to pay over US$120 million to the State as the license fee, standing in first place out of all successful companies.

“Besides paying the license fees, the company will invest much more by installing high-quality equipment to provide 4G internet line to the public” said Daw Aye Mya Mya Kyi, CEO of Amara Communications. “And we will create more job opportunities for youths.”—GNLM
Japan, US, South Korea agree to put more pressure on North Korea

TOKYO — Senior diplomats from Japan, the United States and South Korea agreed on Thursday to increase pressure on North Korea, including through new UN sanctions, following its fifth nuclear test and series of ballistic missile launches.

Vice Foreign Minister Shinzuke Sugiyama also agreed with Deputy Secretary of State Antony Blinken of the United States and Lim Sung Nam, first vice minister of foreign affairs of South Korea, to work closely to implement sanctions of their own.

“We reaffirmed the need to heighten pressure on North Korea so that it will abandon its nuclear and missiles developments and denuclearize,” Sugiyama told a joint press conference after the meeting in Tokyo.

Referring to unilateral sanctions considered by the three countries, Sugiyama said, “There may be co-ordination between Japan, the United States and South Korea...but we will consider it by taking into consideration the discussions at the UN Security Council.”

The three diplomats met as the Security Council is debating a fresh resolution to impose tougher sanctions on North Korea in response to the reclusive state’s nuclear and missile threats posed by North Korea, including through its fifth nuclear test and related missile launches.

North Korea launched ballistic missiles in defiance of international opposition.

Japan’s unilateral sanctions on North Korea include blocking certain North Korean banks from profit transferring and freezing the assets of blacklisted companies based in China or other countries known to be facilitating transactions with North Korea, a Japanese government source said earlier.

“We discussed practical measures we can take to increase costs on North Korea,” Sugiyama said. “We will not accept North Korea as a nuclear state and we will not accept North Korea’s possession of nuclear weapons.”

At the press conference, Sugiyama said Japan would “sincerely respond” to the announcement from a South Korean official earlier Thursday that Japan and South Korea will resume talks on signing an agreement to exchange military intelligence.

Japanese officials have been calling for the signing of the General Security of Military Information Agreement, or GSOMIA, citing threats posed by North Korea’s nuclear and missile development. In 2012, Japan and South Korea were ready to sign the agreement, but Seoul postponed it at the last minute due to domestic opposition. GSOMIA facilitates exchanges of sensitive information on military affairs while preventing such information from falling into the hands of other countries.

—Kyodo News

Malaysian Prime Minister Najib to visit China next week to boost bilateral ties

KUALA LUMPUR — Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Abdul Razak will make a week-long official visit to China from Monday aimed at drawing more investments and cementing already strong bilateral ties, the Foreign Ministry said on Thursday.

Najib is expected to hold talks with his Chinese counterpart Li Keqiang, and both will witness the signing of a series of memorandums of understanding and agreements, the ministry said.

“The Asian Century begins and few countries represent the potential of our region better than China and Malaysia. Together, working in partnership, I am confident that if we grasp the huge opportunities before us, we will transform the lives of our people and reshape the region and the world for the better,” Najib said in a separate statement issued Wednesday.

Besides Li, Najib will also call on President Xi Jinping. —Kyodo News

Abe has chance to be Japan’s longest-ruling PM after rule change

TOKYO — Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has a chance to stay in power through the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and become the country’s longest-ruling leader after his party decided this week to allow its presidents to serve a third straight three-year term.

The rule change by Abe’s Liberal Democratic Party could be a better chance to achieve his controversial goal of revising the post-war pacifist constitution, revered by some as a beacon of democracy but seen by many conservatives as a humiliating symbol of Japan’s defeat in World War II.

Abe took office for a rare second term as prime minister in December 2012, promising to reboot a stale economy and bolster defence. He is now serving his second consecutive term as LDP president, which ends in September 2018. LDP rules now cap the presidency at two consecutive three-year terms. The rule change to allow a third term must be formalized at an LDP convention set for March next year.

Japanese prime ministers are elected by parliament’s lower house and therefore are members of the majority party or a ruling coalition party.

If Abe wins reelection as LDP head and his party remains in power, he could stay on as premier into September 2021, which combined with his 2006-2007 tenure — would make him the longest-serving leader of a country accustomed to a revolving door of short-term premiers.

“It is certain the end of the Abe era and therefore end of the LDP rule was imminent,” said Kyodo News.
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—Reuters
Duterte says Philippines could join sea exercises with Japan, again vents anger at US

YOKOHAMA, (Japan) — Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte said Thursday his country could join naval exercises with Japan, but repeated there would be no more war games with long-time ally the United States and again gave vent to his anger against Washington.

Duterte also said he had explained to Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in talks on Wednesday just why he resented the United States, reiterating that Washington treated the Philippines like “dogs on a leash” and lectured about human rights in connection with his domestic campaign against drugs.

The Philippine leader’s visit to Japan coincides with jitters about his foreign policy after weeks of verbal attacks on the United States, including threats of ending military agreements, and overtures toward China. Duterte last week announced in China his “separation” from the United States, but then insisted ties were not being severed and that he was merely pursuing an independent foreign policy.

“Joint exercise with Japan in general terms is not a problem. Stationing of Japanese troops was not discussed and with the Americans, it’s problematic,” Duterte told reporters one day after saying he wanted foreign troops out of his country “maybe in the next two years”.

“I don’t want to embarrass my defence secretary but the exercises with the Americans will be the last,” he said. Duterte, on the final day of a three-day visit to Japan, made the comments after watching Japan Coast Guard activities in the port of Yokohama, near Tokyo.

Duterte’s recent comments pose a headache for Abe, who has tightened ties with Washington and the US-Philippine security alliance, a clearer picture could emerge next month when defense officials from both sides have a meeting in Manila that takes place annually and typically plans joint exercises for the following year.— Reuters

Australian theme park owner to speak to families as it counts cost of deaths

SYDNEY — Australia’s Ardent Leisure Group, the owner of a theme park where four people were killed on a water ride, said on Thursday it would speak to the victims’ families on Thursday as it defended its safety record.

The company also faces a legal threat after the accident: by the state workplace regulator.

“I don’t want to embarrass anyone,” Ardent Leisure chief executive Alan Balnaves said, adding it expects to be the last,” he said. Duterte, on the final day of a three-day visit to Japan, made the comments after watching Japan Coast Guard activities in the port of Yokohama, near Tokyo.

Duterte’s recent comments pose a headache for Abe, who has tightened ties with Washington and the US-Philippine security alliance, a clearer picture could emerge next month when defense officials from both sides have a meeting in Manila that takes place annually and typically plans joint exercises for the following year.— Reuters

Japanese man’s murder trial moved to special tribunal in Bangladesh

DHAKA: A government prosecutor dealing with the case of a Japanese national murdered last year said Wednesday the case had been transferred to a special tribunal in northern Rangpur district to ensure a speedy trial.

Shah Mohammad Nayan Nur Rahman, the additional public prosecutor, said the trial, which started earlier this month, has been shifted in accordance with a government order. “The government has given importance to the trial,” he told reporters after four of the eight accused were brought to the district court for the last time.

Rahman said the trial would soon begin at the special tribunal.

Kunio Hosii, 66, was shot by unidentified attackers on a motor-cycle in Katcha Altari village in Rangpur on 3 October last year. The agricultural worker was reportedly shot in the chest, head and neck, and died on the way to hospital. Rangpur Police reportedly said they were looking for two murder suspects after laying charges against eight militants from the banned Jamaat-ul-Mujahideen group.—Kyodo News

Oil, gas industry almost half of New Zealand’s marine economy

WELLINGTON — The oil and gas industry accounted for up to 48 per cent of New Zealand’s marine economy in the year to March 2013, the government statistics agency said in a new report on Thursday.

Overall the marine economy directly contributed 1.9 per cent, or 4 billion NZ dollars (2.86 billion US dollars), to total gross domestic product (GDP) in the March 2013 year, about the same as in 2007, said the Statistics New Zealand report.

Offshore minerals, mainly oil and gas extraction and exploration, was the largest contributor to the marine economy, at 48 per cent, while shipping contributed 24 per cent, and fisheries and aquaculture contributed 22 per cent.

An additional 3.7 billion NZ dollars (2.64 billion US dollars) was estimated to have been generated through supporting industries, contributing a total of 3.5 per cent of GDP.

In terms of employment, the marine economy supported 102,400 filled jobs, of which 47 per cent were in shipping and 46 per cent in fisheries and aquaculture.

“While New Zealand’s marine economy is slightly smaller than global estimates, it still constitutes a significant part of our economy,” environmental statistics manager Danny Oberhaus said in a statement.

The Petroleum Exploration and Production Association of New Zealand (PEPANZ) said the marine economy report showed oil and gas production and exploration was “incredibly important” to the New Zealand economy.

“There is strong potential for growth in the contribution that oil and gas production and exploration makes to our marine economy over the coming years,” PEPANZ chief executive Cameron Dick said in a statement.—Xinhua
BRUSSELS — Britain said on Wednesday it will send fighter jets to Romania next year and the United States promised troops, tanks and artillery to Poland in NATO’s biggest military build-up on Russian borders since the Cold War. Germany, Canada and other NATO allies also pledged forces at a defence ministers meeting in Brussels on the same day two Russian warships armed with cruise missiles entered the Baltic Sea between Sweden and Denmark, underscoring East-West tensions.

In Madrid, the foreign ministry said Russia had withdrawn a request to refuel three warships in Spain’s North African enclave of Ceuta after NATO allies said they could be used to target civilians in Syria.

The ships were part of an eight-ship carrier battle group including Russia’s sole aircraft carrier Admiral Kuznetsov — that is expected to join around 10 other Russian vessels already off the Syrian coast, diplomats said.

NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said the troop contributions to a new 4,000-strong force in the Baltics and eastern Europe were a measured response to what the alliance believes are some 330,000 Russian troops stationed on Russia’s western flank near Moscow.

“This month alone, Russia has deployed nuclear-capable Iskander missiles to Kaliningrad and suspended a weapons-grade plutonium agreement with the United States,” Stoltenberg said, also accusing Russia of continued support for rebels in Ukraine.

Those ballistic missiles can hit targets across Poland and the Baltics, although NATO officials declined to say if Russia had moved nuclear warheads to Kaliningrad. NATO’s aim is to make good on a July promise by NATO leaders to deter Russia in Europe’s ex-Soviet states, after Moscow orchestrated the annexation of Crimea peninsula in 2014.

NATO’s plan is to set up four battle groups with a total of some 4,000 troops from early next year, backed by a 40,000-strong rapid-reaction force, and if need be, follow-on forces. As part of that, US Secretary of Defence Ash Carter announced a “battle-ready rapid-reaction force” of about 900 soldiers would be sent to eastern Poland, as well as another, separate force equipped with tanks and other heavy equipment to move across eastern Europe.

“It’s a major sign of the US commitment to strengthening deterrence here,” Carter said. — Reuters

**US abstains for first time on UN call for end to Cuba embargo**

UNITED NATIONS — The United States on Wednesday abstained for the first time from a United Nations General Assembly vote on a resolution calling for an end to a US economic embargo on Cuba, after opposing such measures every year for 24 years.

For the 25th time, the 193-member General Assembly adopted the resolution with 191 votes in favour. Israel, which opposed the resolution last year, also abstained on Wednesday. Such resolutions are non-binding, but can carry political weight.

Communist-run Cuba and the United States, former Cold War foes, began normalizing relations in 2014. US President Barack Obama has taken steps to ease trade and travel restrictions on Cuba, but only the US Congress can lift the full embargo.

The Republican-controlled Congress has resisted Obama’s call to lift Washington’s economic embargo after more than 50 years. Republican critics say Obama is making too many concessions to Cuba for too little in return, especially on human rights.

The UN General Assembly applauded when US Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power announced prior to the vote that the United States would abstain.

“Abstaining on this resolution does not mean that the United States agrees with all of the policies and practices of the Cuban government. We do not,” Power told the General Assembly.

“We are profoundly concerned by the serious human rights violations that the Cuban government continues to commit with impunity against its own people,” she said. Cuba’s Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez described the abstention as a “positive step for the future of improving relations between the United States and Cuba.”

Rodriguez said in September that damage from US sanctions between April 2015 and March 2016 amounted to $4.6 billion and to $125.9 billion since the embargo’s inception more than 50 years ago.

In March, Obama made his first visit to Havana by a US president in 88 years. His trip was made possible by his breakthrough agreement with Cuban President Raul Castro in December 2014 to cast aside decades of hostility that began soon after Cuba’s 1959 revolution. — Reuters

**News in Brief**

**Russia says its planes, and Syria’s, have not flown over Aleppo for nine days**

MOSCOW — Russian and Syrian warplanes have not flown closer than 10 kilometres (6.21 miles) of Syria’s Aleppo for nine days, the Russian defence ministry said on Thursday.

Rescuers and a monitoring group have said air strikes by Syrian or Russian warplanes on Wednesday had killed at least 26 people in a village in the rebel-held province of Idlib, which is in northwest Syria near Aleppo. — Reuters

**Russia sends 57th humanitarian convoy to eastern Ukraine**

MOSCOW — Russia has sent its 57th humanitarian aid convoy to the eastern Ukrainian region of Donbass, the Russian Ministry of Emergencies said on Thursday.

“The convoy of over 40 cars is carrying over 440 tonnes of aid: food products, baby kits and medicine,” the ministry’s spokesperson said. According to the ministry, the humanitarian aid arrived from public organisations and trade unions in different regions of Russia.

Since mid-August 2014, Russia has sent over 64,000 tons of humanitarian aid to the war-torn eastern Ukraine, where residents have been suffering from a serious humanitarian crisis.

The ongoing conflict between Ukrainian government forces and pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine entered its ninth year on Thursday, with UN humanitarian chief Jan Egeland saying the conflict is “systematically killing, maiming and displacing civilians.” — Reuters

**New Calais “Jungle” arrivals cannot use resettlement scheme — prefect**

CALAIS, (France) — Migrants arriving at France’s Calais “Jungle” since demolition of the camp began cannot expect to be resettle by the local authorities, the government prefect in the region said on Thursday.

A resettlement centre that has been sending camp inhabitants on to reception centres across France as part of the shutdown process was now closed, Prefect Fabienne Bucchi told reporters at the site.

“It is not Calais’ role to receive all the migrants of Europe. We do not want to create a vacuum. We have asked (those newly arrived) migrants to disperse eastern Ukraine, and as he campaigns for a referendum on which he has staked his future. — Reuters

**Italy’s Renzi threatens to ‘veto’ future EU budget over migrants**

ROME — Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi on Wednesday threatened to block the European Union’s next budget with a “veto” should Eastern European countries fail to take in their share of refugees.

“If the Eastern countries who are growing with the help of our money do not open their doors to migrants as has been agreed, then we’ll put a veto on the future European budget,” Renzi said at a rally in Avellino, Italy, for an upcoming referendum over his flagship reform of the constitution.

The proposal for the next EU budget, for the 2021-27 period, is supposed to be completed by the end of next year. Technically, Italy does not have a veto over the budget, which can be approved with a qualified majority vote, though unanimity is often sought.

The prime minister has frequently denounced a lack of European solidarity amid the migrant crisis as Italy seeks EU approval for an expansionary budget that includes some 3.9 billion euros ($4.25 billion) in spending on migrants next year, and as he campaigns for a referendum on which he has staked his future. — Reuters

**Japan’s Prince Mikasa, oldest imperial family member, dies at 100**

TOKYO — The 100-year-old uncle of Japanese Emperor Akihito, Prince Mikasa, died on Thursday, leaving only four heirs to the Chrysanthemum throne, the Imperial Household Agency said.

Mikasa’s death coincides with renewed attention to the future of the ageing and shrinking imperial family and whether women should be allowed to inherit the throne, breaking a males-only successsion tradition that conservatives say is central to an imperial tradition stretching back 2,600 years.

Mikasa was the youngest brother of the current emperor’s father, Hirohito, in whose name Japan fought World War II.

The prince, a scholar of ancient Oriental history, taught at colleges, and served as honorary president of the Middle Eastern Culture Centre in Japan and the Japan-Turkey Society. — Reuters
The other side of the development strategies
Khin Maung Aye

HERE is no single story that does not have two sides. In reviewing the development strategies that have been in place, the reverse is also true. That is the point that I want to make. The concept of good governance in all its facets is a key player in this. However, I want to mention that the concept of good governance will have little impact on development if it is not supported by economic factors, which I will discuss next.

The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) have been instrumental in supporting the development strategies of many countries. The World Bank restricts the economic freedom of the recipient countries in a way that may not be optimal for achieving more viable growth strategies. Most often, the critics of these development strategies of the World Bank and IMF draw on the arguments against neoclassical development strategies.

The debate is about the public sector reforms. Scholars argue that the initial impetus for public sector reform was based upon the belief that the state was too strong and too weak at the same time. They say that the state has the opposite problem - the state is too weak and inept. Public sector reforms are however characterized by restricting the scope of state activity, but the major hindrance to modernization in developing states is lack of state strength. This being so, the role of the state in the developmental strategies of these states is one of the challenges. What is needed is to establish bureaucratic institutions that are capable of drawing up public officials and administrative rules to guide them.

The relationship between the notion of good governance and the issue of economic development is not a straightforward one. The opponents of this argument argue that good governance is not enough for economic growth and development. According to Jomo Kwame Sundaram (2013), corruption, lack of democracy and rule of law, market failure and externalities are some of the developing countries. In this juncture, S Woodard also argues that market failure and externalities are the most important aspects. Woodard considers the capacities and the scale of decision-making as the most important aspects of abstract concepts. He has drawn to the point that the result would be a marked improvement in the standards of economic development and development. However, he says that the results would be more significant if the abstractions of the concept of good governance were grounded by taking into account regional, national and even local characteristics. Maybe, the opponents' arguments on the two sides are more about a political and economic context.

Generally, there are two types of development strategies:

1. Singing Anveint and Dancing Anveint

A NYVENT is a kind of entertainment that has been ongoing in Myanmar for a long time. It provides serious pleasure to sight and sound and itself suggests “listening” or “suspense.” There is no hard music, no vulgar show and no job appointment in Anveint performance.

Some Westeners try to find their way to Anveint and they say that they enjoy Anveint. They say that Anveint is similarly to opera or cabinet. The following will show how the performance of opera and cabinet in France, Italy, Germany, Russia and England. They have been there before.

The following is the complete version of the musical performances. (a) The musical paints made by the Arundel Bricks Company (Anodea, Ok Kyauk at Bagon). But there is a music made at Anveint performance of the Korat or ‘Korat’ and ‘Korat’ is a musical instrument in any case. In history, we see that two female dancers making one female musician playing a string musical instrument called ‘Chun, Ma’, one lady squating nearby watching the performance of high rank sitting in the verdant band. It was known as humanusic house and its music was performed and it may be found in the Polity, the British fiscal montror was destroyed by the great Menelak who destroyed it in 1675. But most of its frescoes were painted by the branch of Archaeology Department.

On 10th of August the Arundel Bricks Company (Anyeint, Bagon) was notified to the government and the name of the dancer was Ashin Aungzay. Ashin Aungzay, Garlese, Yangon, Safety, Yangon, and Saung-inbui instrumental used in the Anyeint. The branch of Archaeology Department of Myanmar had no comedian. But there were mentions of Anyeint dance of Kon Par, and they have shown the Anyeint dance of Kon Par, which made but a good comedian is born. Anyeint pwe is a semi circular position.

Here we need to explain Myan- mar Comedians. Originally the Anyeint was a theatrical performer who did not have any comic role. It was a male entertainer who sang a song. Many a time they initiated and extolled the beauties of the anyeint. It was the mouthpiece of Myanmar music. They are the mouthpiece of Myanmar literature. They can be compared to the comedians in the west, and for instance, the popular ‘Bosco departs an entertaining Anveint group on the wall of a temple in old Bagan.

A fresco depicting an Anyeint dance group of Kon Par, Bagon. In the lithic inscriptions of Bagan we oftetamed that there were mentions of Bagan by means of their talents in speech, dance and music and (2) western music and (3) operetta the writer saw in Anyeint performance. We must have included in the Anyeint pwe the verse-reading. We can say that the Anyeint pwe was a solo dance (a) From a courtly floor show to a performance before the Apartments of the Queens and Lords. But “” performed at the palace, court and grand houses. Ashin Aungzay is qualified to be classified as a professional musical instrument. (b) Anveint dance II
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Turkey vows to press Syria offensive despite warning from pro-Assad forces

ANKARA/BEIRUT — Turkey said on Wednesday it will press its military offensive in Syria until Islamic State is driven from the town of al-Bab, despite a warning from pro-Assad forces allied to Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and a helicopter attack on the rebels it backs.

Turkey’s incursion into Syria, launched two months ago to drive Islamic State militants from its border and prevent Kurdish fighters from gaining ground in their wake, has complicated an already messy battlefield in northern Syria.

As the Turkey-backed rebels push south towards al-Bab, an Islamic State-held town 35 km (22 miles) northeast of Aleppo, they face confrontation with both Kurdish and pro-Assad forces, whose frontlines lie close by.

The commander of the forces allied to the Syrian leader — which include the Lebanese Hezbollah, Iraqi militias and the Iranian Revolutionary Guards — warned Turkey any advance towards their positions north and south of al-Bab should be met “decisively and with force.” The commander, who was not identified by name, nationality or affiliation, made the comments during a tour of frontlines to the north of Aleppo in a written statement sent to Reuters. They came a day after what the Turkish military said was a barrel bomb attack on the rebels it backs by a Syrian helicopter.

“This kind of attack will not stop our fight against Daesh (Islamic State),” Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu told a news conference in the capital Ankara.

“This operation will continue until al-Bab. The operation needs to continue, and it will,” he said.

President Tayyip Erdogan said Turkey’s military operations in Syria aimed to secure al-Bab and the town of Manbij, which a group of Kurdish and Arab militias seized from Islamic State in August, but were not intended to stretch to Aleppo.

“Let’s make a joint fight against terrorist organisations. But Aleppo belongs to the people of Aleppo ... making calculations over Aleppo would not be right,” he said in a speech in Ankara.

US President Barack Obama, in a telephone call with Erdogan on Wednesday, recognised Turkey’s contributions to the fight against Islamic State, especially is supporting Syrian forces that have cleared the jihadists from the Turkish border, the White House said.

Obama “noted the need for close coordination” between the two countries to apply sustained pressure on Islamic State in Syria, the White House said in a statement. The two leaders also agreed on the importance of denying Islamic State and PKK fighters a safe haven in northern Iraq, it added.

—Reuters

A still image taken from a video footage and released by Russia’s Defence Ministry, on 14 August 2016, shows a Russian Tu-22M3 bomber dropping off bombs near what the ministry said is the city of Deir ez-Zor, Syria. PHOTO: REUTERS

A third of Germans fear war erupting with Russia over Ukraine, Syria — poll

BERLIN — One in three Germans worry that tensions between the West and Russia over Crimea, Ukraine and Syria could lead to a military confrontation, according to an opinion poll by the respected Forsa institute published on Wednesday.

The survey found that 32 per cent of 2,504 Germans polled believe it is possible that war could break out between Russia and the European Union and its allies in the United States. But a majority of 64 per cent said they did not share those fears.

Fears of war traditionally run high in Germany, a country sensitive to tensions that could lead to conflict after the devastation of World War II and the partition of the nation into West Germany and East Germany during the Cold War.

The survey found supporters of the far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD) party were especially worried, 63 per cent of them telling Forsa that war could break out.

Some 41 per cent of all those polled said relations between Russia and the West were poor, 51 per cent not good and only six per cent said relations were good.

Chancellor Angela Merkel met in Berlin last week with Russian President Vladimir Putin and French President Francois Hollande about Syria and Ukraine.

Merkel and Hollande pressed Putin to extend a pause in air strikes on rebels in Syria and halt the “criminal” bombardment of civilians, and said four-way talks aimed at ending violence in eastern Ukraine made some progress.—Reuters

Iraqi army tries to reach site of Islamic State executions south of Mosul

SOUTH OF MOSUL, (Iraq) — The Iraqi army was trying on Thursday to reach a town south of Mosul where Islamic State has reportedly executed dozens to deter the population against any attempt to support the US-led offensive on the jihadists’ last major city stronghold in Iraq.

Eleven days into what is expected to be the biggest ground offensive in Iraq since the U.S.-led invasion of 2003, army and federal police units were fighting off sniper fire and suicide car bombs south of Hammam al-Alil, the site of the reported executions on the outskirts of Mosul, an Iraqi military spokesman said.

The militants shot dead dozens of prisoners there, most of them former members of the Iraqi police and army, taken from villages the group has been forced to abandon as the troops advanced, officials in the region said on Wednesday.

The executions were meant “to terrorize the others, those who are in Mosul in particular”, and also to get rid of the prisoners, said Abdul Rahman al-Waggaa, a member of the Nineveh provincial council. Some of the families of those executed are also held in Hammam al-Alil, he said.

UN human rights spokesman Rupert Colville on Tuesday said Islamic State fighters had reportedly killed scores of people around Mosul in the last week.

A Reuters correspondent met relatives of hostages south of Mosul. One of them was a policeman who had returned to see the family that he had left behind when his village fell under the militants’ control two years ago.

“I’m afraid they will keep pulling them back from village to village until they get to Mosul. And then they will disappear,” he said, asking not to be identified to protect family members still in the hands of the fighters.

Islamic State fighters are keeping up their fierce defense of the southern approaches to Mosul, which has held up Iraqi troops there and forced an elite army unit east of the city to put a more rapid advance on hold.

The fall of Mosul would mark Islamic State’s effective defeat in Iraq. The city is many times bigger than any other that Islamic State has ever captured, and it was from its Grand Mosque in 2014 that the group’s leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, declared a “caliphate” that also spans parts of Syria.

US Defence Secretary Ash Carter said on Tuesday an attack on Raqa, Islamic State’s main stronghold in Syria, would start while the battle of Mosul is still unfolding. It was the first official suggestion that US-backed forces in both countries could soon mount simultaneous operations to crush the self-proclaimed caliphate once and for all.—Reuters
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An Iraqi soldier stands next to a detained man accused of being an Islamic State fighter, at a check point in Qayyara, south of Mosul, Iraq, on 27 October 2016. PHOTO: REUTERS
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A still image taken from a video footage and released by Russia’s Defence Ministry, on 14 August 2016, shows a Russian Tu-22M3 bomber dropping off bombs near what the ministry said is the city of Deir ez-Zor, Syria. PHOTO: REUTERS

A Reuters correspondent met relatives of hostages south of Mosul. One of them was a policeman who had returned to see the family that he had left behind when his village fell under the militants’ control two years ago.

“I’m afraid they will keep pulling them back from village to village until they get to Mosul. And then they will disappear,” he said, asking not to be identified to protect family members still in the hands of the fighters.

Islamic State fighters are keeping up their fierce defense of the southern approaches to Mosul, which has held up Iraqi troops there and forced an elite army unit east of the city to put a more rapid advance on hold.

The fall of Mosul would mark Islamic State’s effective defeat in Iraq. The city is many times bigger than any other that Islamic State has ever captured, and it was from its Grand Mosque in 2014 that the group’s leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, declared a “caliphate” that also spans parts of Syria.

US Defence Secretary Ash Carter said on Tuesday an attack on Raqa, Islamic State’s main stronghold in Syria, would start while the battle of Mosul is still unfolding. It was the first official suggestion that US-backed forces in both countries could soon mount simultaneous operations to crush the self-proclaimed caliphate once and for all.—Reuters
Gene study clears ‘Patient Zero’ as cause of US HIV epidemic

CHICAGO — Genes taken from archived blood samples show the US AIDS epidemic started in New York in the early 1970s, definitively debunking the long-held belief that the virus was spread in the early 1980s by a flight attendant who became vilified as “Patient Zero” for seeding the US outbreak.

Scientists have long suspected that HIV had been circulating in the United States for a decade before the first few AIDS cases were identified in Los Angeles 1981. The new study, published in the journal Nature, offers some of the first genetic proof.

“What we’ve done here is tried to get at the origins of the first cases of AIDS that were ever noticed,” said Michael Worobey, the evolutionary biologist at the University of Arizona who led the study.

Using a painstaking new approach, Worobey and colleagues pieced together the entire genetic sequence of the HIV virus from eight archived blood samples taken in 1978 and 1979 from gay and bisexual men participating in a hepatitis B study. The team traced genetic changes in the virus samples taken from male patients in New York and San Francisco. The researchers found that the HIV virus first jumped from the Caribbean to New York City around 1970, triggering the North American epidemic.

The team used the same approach to extract the full HIV genetic code from “Patient Zero,” a flight attendant identified as Gaetan Dugas in the Randy Shilts 1987 best-seller “And the Band Played On.”

Shilts, who wrote his book after Dugas had died, identified him as playing a key role in spreading the virus; media accounts painted him as a villain. The new study, however, found no biological evidence suggesting Dugas was the primary cause of the HIV epidemic in North America.

Dugas was first associated with the epidemic through a study by the US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention that connected AIDS to sexual transmission of the disease in a cluster of 40 homosexual men.

In the study, Dugas was identified as “Patient O” because he was from outside of California, where the outbreak was believed to have started. That letter “O” was later mistaken for the genetic number “0” and Dugas eventually became known as “Patient Zero,” meaning the first patient infected in an epidemic.

“This individual was simply one of thousands infected before HIV was recognised,” study co-author Richard McKay, a medical historian at the University of Cambridge, told reporters in a telephone briefing.

Worobey said the technique developed to extract and restore the HIV genes from old blood samples borrows from technology used to identify ancient DNA.

Once they had the genetic code, the team evaluated the mutations made by the virus as it copied itself. This allowed the team to build an HIV family tree. Worobey believes a chimpanzee first infected a human in Africa in the early 20th century.

The virus that caused the US epidemic emerged from Africa in the mid to late-1960s, and caused an outbreak in Haiti and other Caribbean countries.

In 1970 or 1971, this strain hopped from Haiti to New York, making the city a hub of transmission, Worobey said. The virus spread to a large number of people “many years before AIDS was noticed,” he said.

The team believes the virus arrived in San Francisco in 1975. The first five cases of AIDS were identified in California 1981, and they were first attributed to HIV in 1984.

“Our analysis shows that the outbreaks in California that first caused people to ring the alarm bells and led to the discovery of AIDS were really just offshoots of the earlier outbreak in New York City,” Worobey said.—Reuters

Aust’n scientists to begin trials to wipe out zika-carrying mosquitoes

CANBERRA — Australian scientists are leading the charge in defeating mosquito-borne viruses such as zika and dengue fever.

Australia’s peak scientific body, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) has announced it will partner with James Cook University and US research company Integricide (CSIRO) has announced it will partner with James Cook University and US research company Integricide (USRI) to develop a new method to wipe out the Aedes aegypti mosquito, which often carries zika and dengue fever.

Using a painstaking new approach, Worobey and colleagues pieced together the entire genetic sequence of the HIV virus from eight archived blood samples taken in 1978 and 1979 from gay and bisexual men participating in a hepatitis B study. The team traced genetic changes in the virus samples taken from male patients in New York and San Francisco. The researchers found that the HIV virus first jumped from the Caribbean to New York City around 1970, triggering the North American epidemic.

The team used the same approach to extract the full HIV genetic code from “Patient Zero,” a flight attendant identified as Gaetan Dugas in the Randy Shilts 1987 best-seller “And the Band Played On.”

Shilts, who wrote his book after Dugas had died, identified him as playing a key role in spreading the virus; media accounts painted him as a villain. The new study, however, found no biological evidence suggesting Dugas was the primary cause of the HIV epidemic in North America.

Dugas was first associated with the epidemic through a study by the US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention that connected AIDS to sexual transmission of the disease in a cluster of 40 homosexual men.

In the study, Dugas was identified as “Patient O” because he was from outside of California, where the outbreak was believed to have started. That letter “O” was later mistaken for the genetic number “0” and Dugas eventually became known as “Patient Zero,” meaning the first patient infected in an epidemic.

“This individual was simply one of thousands infected before HIV was recognised,” study co-author Richard McKay, a medical historian at the University of Cambridge, told reporters in a telephone briefing.

Worobey said the technique developed to extract and restore the HIV genes from old blood samples borrows from technology used to identify ancient DNA.

Once they had the genetic code, the team evaluated the mutations made by the virus as it copied itself. This allowed the team to build an HIV family tree. Worobey believes a chimpanzee first infected a human in Africa in the early 20th century.

The virus that caused the US epidemic emerged from Africa in the mid to late-1960s, and caused an outbreak in Haiti and other Caribbean countries.

In 1970 or 1971, this strain hopped from Haiti to New York, making the city a hub of transmission, Worobey said. The virus spread to a large number of people “many years before AIDS was noticed,” he said.

The team believes the virus arrived in San Francisco in 1975. The first five cases of AIDS were identified in California 1981, and they were first attributed to HIV in 1984.

“Our analysis shows that the outbreaks in California that first caused people to ring the alarm bells and led to the discovery of AIDS were really just offshoots of the earlier outbreak in New York City,” Worobey said.—Reuters

China’s space lab searches for strongest blasts in universe

BEIJING — A square-shaped probe dubbed as “Little Bee” and placed atop China’s second space lab currently orbiting the Earth is searching for gamma-ray bursts, the strongest explosions in the universe.

The formal name of the probe, placed on Tiangong-2, is POLAR (an abbreviation of Polarimetry of Gamma-ray Bursts), state-run Xinhua news agency reported. Tiangong-2, an experimental space lab launched by China with two astronauts, is currently orbiting the Earth.

The device will help open a new window in the study of gamma-ray bursts, said Zhang Shuangnan, principal investigator on the POLAR project and a chief scientist at the High Energy Physics Institute of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

POLAR is the only international cooperation project on Tiangong-2, involving scientists from the University of Geneva, Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland and Poland’s Institute of Nuclear Physics, the report said.

“The 30-kgs device can be regarded as a telescope, but it is different from other telescopes, as it consists of 1,600 sensitive components to detect the polarisation of gamma-ray bursts. They are like the 1,600 facets in the compound eyes of bees. That’s why we call it ‘Little Bee’,” Zhang said.

Zhang said the project was aimed to “better understand the process of how the violent explosions happen.”

Gamma-ray bursts are ex-
CARACAS — Venezuela’s increasingly militant opposition stepped up its push to oust leftist leader Nicolas Maduro on Wednesday with protests that drew hundreds of thousands but also saw unrest leading to dozens of injuries and arrests.

In an incident sure to inflame the already polarized situation, a policeman died after being shot on Wednesday night in central Miranda state.

The government blamed opposition activists clashing with security forces on a highway out of Caracas. The police force of Miranda, whose governor is opposition leader Henrique Capriles, confirmed the death but did not link it to protests.

Enraged by last week’s suspension of their push for a referendum to remove Maduro and determined to end 17 years of socialism in the South American OPEC nation, Venezuela’s opposition has sharply ramped up its tactics in recent days.

After launching a political trial against Maduro on Tuesday in the National Assembly, the opposition coalition held nationwide marches dubbed “Takeover of Venezuela” on Wednesday. “This government is going to fall!” crowds chanted, many wearing white and red-national flags as they congregated at nearly 50 sites across the country.

“This needs to keep growing so that the government understands once and for all that we’re doing this for real,” said two-time presidential candidate Capriles, blaming authorities for what he said were over 120 people injured and some 147 protesters detained.

Clashes occurred in several cities outside Caracas, witnesses said, including the Andean city of Merida and the volatile western town of San Cristobal that was an epicenter of violence during 2014 anti-Maduro protests.

Opposition politicians and student leaders said there were protests struck by bullets in Merida and San Cristobal as well as Venezuela’s second-largest city Maracaibo.

Rights group Penal Forum said there were more than 208 arrests nationwide, with 119 people still detained on Wednesday night. The government gave no figures on injuries or detentions.

Coalition leaders called for a national strike for Friday, and a 3 November march to the Miraflores presidential palace in Caracas, unless the election board allows the referendum. Maduro, the unpopular 53-year-old successor to Hugo Chavez who has presided over an unprecedented economic crisis, accuses the opposition of seeking a coup with US help and has vowed there will be no plebiscite on his rule.

“They are desperate, they have received the order from the north to destroy the Venezuelan revolution,” he told a counter-march of red-shirted government loyalists. Despite sitting on the world’s biggest oil reserves, Venezuela is in the throes of a punishing recession that has many poor families skipping meals amid scarce food and triple-digit inflation.

“Fools say Maduro, a former bus driver and union leader who narrowly won election after Chavez’s death in 2013, is an incompetent autocrat who is to blame for the economic problems. “I’m not scared of protesting. It’s the food lines that scare me, that’s where you see all the misery,” said health worker Auyu Gonzalez, 36, as she and hundreds of others in the Punto Fijo city on a Caribbean peninsula marched to a naval base.—Reuters

NEW YORK — More Republicans now think Democrat Hillary Clinton, rather than Donald Trump, will win the presidency, as their party’s candidate struggles with difficulties including allegations of sexual misconduct and his suggestion he may not honour the outcome of the election.

A Reuters/Ipsos poll released on Wednesday and conducted from 20 October to 24 October found that 41 per cent of Republicans expected Clinton to win the 8 November election, versus 40 per cent who picked Trump.

That reflected a sharp decline in confidence from last month, when 58 per cent of Republicans said they thought their party’s nominee would win, versus 23 per cent who expected Clinton to prevail.

Among Trump’s supporters, 49 per cent in the latest poll said they believed Trump would win, down from 67 per cent who felt that way at the beginning of the month.

“There’s still hope, I guess. I just don’t have a great deal of faith in a good portion of the American public,” said Bert Horsley, 38, of Belgrade, Montana, who said he planned to vote for Trump even though he believed Clinton would win.

Horsley said he felt the country was leaning increasingly socialist and that voters were more inclined to focus on Trump’s problems than on issues facing Clinton, including allegations she mishandled classified emails while secretary of state.

“The nation’s willing to overlook certain things in some people and not in others,” he said.

Despite the growing pessimism, Trump, who trails Clinton in national opinion polls, still enjoys overwhelming support from members of his party. Some 79 per cent of likely Republican voters said they would vote for him. Many said their support was rooted in an expectation he would promote a conservative agenda in Congress and appoint conservative justices to the Supreme Court.

Democrats appear to be strongly anticipating a Clinton presidency. Some 83 per cent of Democrats said in the poll they thought she would win, while only 8 per cent predicted Trump would become president.

Among Clinton’s supporters, 92 per cent expected her to win, up from 83 per cent a month earlier.

Clinton held a commanding lead in the race to win the Electoral College and claim the presidency, according to results from the Reuters/Ipsos States of the Nation project released on Saturday.—Reuters
Mudslide kills at least seven on Colombian highway

BOGOTA — A mudslide killed at least seven people and burned more than 10 others along a mountainous stretch of Colombia’s main highway between Bogota and Medellin, authorities said on Wednesday.

The avalanche of mud and rocks, triggered by recent heavy rains, spilled across four lanes of the highway and knocked out power lines, according to a statement from the government of Antioquia province.

Rescue workers were still searching for possible survivors among the people unaccounted, the statement added.

The road, in Copacabana municipality near the western city of Medellin, is likely to be closed for several days, officials said.

Strong earthquakes hit central Italy; no deaths reported

ROME — A series of strong earthquakes rocked a wide area of central Italy on Wednesday, striking fear among residents rattled by a deadly tremor in August, but there were no reports of casualties and few serious injuries.

The three quakes, which struck about two hours apart from each other, caused the collapse of several old structures, including a number of historic rural churches that were empty at the time.

The first measure magnitude 5.4, the second 6.1 and the third 4.9, according to the US Geological Survey.

About five hours after the first quake, Civil Protection department chief FabrizioCurcio said “tens” of people were reported hurt but only four suffered serious, non-life threatening injuries.

“The reports are not as catastrophic as we feared,” he said.

All indications were that the damage would not approach that caused by the major quake that struck the Marche, Lazio and Umbria regions on 24 August, which devastated several towns and killed nearly 300 people.

Amateur video footage on television showed clouds of dust rising as parts of buildings collapsed in some towns, including Camerino in the Marche region, where a bell tower fell on a building.

Massive boulders, some the size of cars, fell on the main north-south road of the Nera River valley that links mountain communities.

The tremors sent residents running into the streets in the rain and were strong enough to be felt as far south as the outskirts of Naples more than 250 km (150 miles) away and as far north as Venice, some 300 km (180 miles) away. Masonry fell from some buildings in Rome.

The epicentres of the quakes were near the town of Castelsantangelo sul Nera in the Marche region.

The historic late 15th-century rural church of San Salvatore in Campo, near Norcia in the Umbria region, which had been weakened by the August quake, collapsed.

Electrical power was lost in some of the areas and some roads were closed.

Wednesday’s earthquakes caused more damage to already precarious structures in Amatrice, the town worst hit by the 6.2-magnitude tremor in August, officials said, but there were no injuries.

— Reuters

Wildlife populations plunge almost 60 per cent since 1970: World Wide Fund for Nature

OSLO — Worldwide populations of mammals, birds, fish, amphibians and reptiles have plunged by almost 60 per cent since 1970 as human activities overwhelmed the environment, the WWF conservation group said on Thursday.

An index compiled with data from the Zoological Society of London (ZSL) to measure the abundance of biodiversity was down 58 per cent from 1970 to 2012 and would fall 67 per cent by 2020 on current trends, the WWF said in a report.

The decline is yet another sign that people have become the driving force for change on Earth, ushering in the epoch of the Anthropocene, a term derived from “anthropos,” the Greek for “human” and “cene” denoting a geological period.

Conservation efforts appear to be having scant impact as the index is showing a steeper plunge in wildlife populations than two years ago, when the WWF estimated a 52 per cent decline by 2010.

“Wildlife is disappearing within our lifetimes at an unprecedented rate,” Marco Lambertini, Director General of WWF International, said in a statement of the group’s Living Planet Report, published every two years.

“Biodiversity forms the foundation of healthy forests, rivers and oceans,” he said in a statement.

“We are entering a new era in Earth’s history: the Anthropocene,” he said.

The report is also known as the World Wide Fund for Nature.

The index tracks about 14,200 populations of 3,700 species of vertebrates — creatures that range in size from pea-sized frogs to 30-metre (100 ft) long whales.

The rising human population is threatening wildlife by clearing land for farms and cities, the WWF’s report said. Other factors include pollution, invasive species, hunting and climate change.

But while there were still chances to reverse the trends, it said, “important ... these are declines, they are not yet extinctions,” said Professor Ken Norris, Director of Science at ZSL. — Reuters

REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST (CONSULTING SERVICES—FIRMS SELECTION)

The Republic of the Union of Myanmar

Myanmar Electric Power Project

Credit No.: 5306-MM

Assignment Title: Administration of Myanmar’s Independent Power Producer Program

Program Reference No.: MEPP-CS-10

The Republic of the Union of Myanmar has received financing from the World Bank toward the cost of the Electric Power Project, and intends to apply part of the proceeds for consulting services.

The consulting services (“the Services”) include the following scope:

1. Assist Ministry of Electricity and Energy (MOEE) and Electric Power Generation Enterprise (EPGE) officials in reviewing IPP contracts and related agreements.

2. Assist MOEE and EPGE officials in reviewing the current authorizing and record-keeping procedures for the administration of IPP projects and recommend improvement to these procedures. This includes, among others, the procedures for confirming IPP invoices and making payments to IPP (e.g. electricity payment, fuel charges, liquidated damages, force majeure payments, terminations and liquidation).
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The Electric Power Generation Enterprise now invites eligible consulting firms (“Consultants”) to indicate their interest in providing the Services. Interested Consultants should provide information demonstrating that they have the required qualifications and relevant experience to perform the Services. The shortlisting criteria are:

1. The interested consulting firms should have at least 10 years of experience in IPP scheme advisory for electric power utilities; and

2. At least 3 contracts of similar nature and complexity or more complex and relevant, the firm has successfully completed in the past 10 years.

The attention of interested Consultants is drawn to paragraph 1.9 of the World Bank’s Guidelines: Selection and Employment of Consultants under IBRD Loans and IDA Credits & Grants by World Bank Borrowers dated January 2011 (“Consultant Guidelines”), setting forth the World Bank’s policy on conflict of interest.

A Consultant will be selected in accordance with the Quality- and Cost-Based Selection method set out in the Consultant Guidelines.

Further information can be obtained at the address below during office hours 10:00 to 15:00 hours.

Expressions of interest must be delivered in a written form to the address below (in person, or by mail, or by e-mail) by November 24, 2016.
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Attn: Daw Zaw Zaw Than, General Manager for Finance
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Nay Pyi Taw
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E-mail: mepefin@moep.gov.mm
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**Adele is a diva: Bruno Mars**

LOS ANGELES — Singer Bruno Mars gushed about his experience of working with Adele calling her a diva and a superstar. The “24K Magic” hitmaker was all praise for the Oscar-winning singer, with whom he recorded song “All I Ask,” report ed ET online.

“She’s incredible. There was a moment when she was singing in the booth, and I’m not exaggerating at all and the water was vibrating.

Like you know that scene in Jurassic Park. She’s got some pipes on her, and she’s just a super star.

“She walks into the studio, she’s got all this attitude, she’s a diva, she’s like, ‘I don’t want to do this. I don’t like that.’ And then as soon as we hit a couple chords that she liked, we started rolling, and that’s where we got that song from,” Mars said.

The 31-year-old singer said he would love to perform the tune with Adele. “I don’t know what she’s waiting on, man.”—PTI

**Scientology has helped me incredibly in my life: Tom Cruise**

LONDON — Hollywood star Tom Cruise says Scientology has helped him in achieving his goals in life.

The 54-year-old actor, who rarely speaks about his belief in the religious practice, said he is proud of being a follower, reported Female First. “It’s something that has helped me incredibly in my life; I’ve been a Scientologist for over 30 years. It’s something, you know, without it, I wouldn’t be where I am. So it’s a beautiful religion. I’m incredibly proud,” Cruise said.

The actor said the methods developed under the religion have helped him overcome his dyslexia. “I asked myself if I was normal or an idiot. I would try to concentrate but I felt anxiety, frustration, boredom. When I graduated from high school in 1980 I was functionally illiterate.” Cruise was first introduced to the church by his first wife Mimi Rogers, whom he was married to from 1987 until 1990, while he was still trying to make it as a global star. The actor is one of the highest-ranking Scientologists has been hailed by leaders of the faith as the “chosen one” who will spread the word of the religion.—PTI

**Film director Takeshi Kitano receives France’s Legion of Honour award**

PARIS — Japanese film director Takeshi Kitano received the Legion of Honour, France’s most prestigious award, on Tuesday for his impact on contemporary arts.

“I feel (this award) has empowered me to try and conquer new genres,” Kitano, 69, said at an award ceremony held in Paris.

Kitano was named an Officier, the fourth-ranked honor in the L’ordre National de la Legion d’honneur.

Former French culture minister Jack Lang presented the award to Kitano, praising the Japanese film director for his novel approach in film and television.

Kitano told reporters after the ceremony, “I am very thankful to France for appreciating (my work).”

The Legion of Honour, founded by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1802, recognises eminent service in fields such as culture, science and business. Among the approximately 1,500 foreigners given the honor, 10 per cent are Japanese, according to the French Embassy in Tokyo.

Kitano, who is also a television personality, has been twice awarded France’s Order of the Arts and Letters, reaching Chevalier, the third rank, in 1999 and Commandeur, the first rank, in 2010.

The order, founded in 1957, is awarded by the culture ministry.—Kyodo News

**Kim Kardashian resumes filming E! reality TV show after robbery**

LOS ANGELES — Kim Kardashian has returned to filming the reality series “Keeping up with the Kardashians,” the E! network said on Wednesday, following a brief hiatus from the show after she was robbed in Paris earlier this month.

A network spokesperson said in a statement that full production had resumed and Kardashian was filming with her family. There were no details about the focus of the latest season.

A representative for Kardashian did not respond to a request for comment.

Kardashian, 35, was seen at her husband Kanye West’s Los Angeles concert on Tuesday, according to E! Online and MTV.

E! Online said she was seen backstage with mother Kris Jenner, sisters Kendall Jenner and Kourtney Kardashian, and friends, and that there was heavy security.

The show, which documents the lives of the Kardashian family, went on hiatus after Kardashi an was held at gunpoint inside her Paris residence on 3 October and robbed of $10 million in jewelry. She has kept a low profile since then.

Kholo Kardashian appeared on the Ellen DeGeneres show a week after the robbery, where she said her sister was “not doing that well,” and that the incident was “a wake-up call” to the family.—Reuters

**‘Mechanic: Resurrection’ rules Chinese box office**

BEIJING — Hollywood action film “Mechanic: Resurrection” topped the Chinese box office for the week ending 23 October, earning 166 million yuan (US$25.4 million US dollars) after debuting on 21 October, China Film News reported Wednesday.

Domestic action film “Operation Mekong” took second place, taking 127 million yuan in the week after its release on 30 September. “Heartfall Arises,” a Hong Kong gangster film, came third with 80 million yuan in sales after hitting Chinese screens on 20 October.

“The BFG,” a US fantasy adventure film directed by Steven Spielberg, ranked fourth, taking 45 million yuan last week. Rounding out the top five was domestic romance “I Belonged to You”, which grossed 40 million yuan during the week after its release on 29 September.—Xinhua
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CAIRO — The audience at Egypt’s Gomhouriya Theatre in Cairo applauded excitedly and stood from their seats in reaction to breathtaking shows of Chinese Shaolin warriors who perform in Egypt for two days.

“I’m stunned; I could not believe it was going to be that great,” Mariam Ahmed, a 20-year-old Egyptian language college student told Xinhua after the show. “I have seen this before in movies, but could not believe that it even looks greater in reality.”

The show of the Buddhist Shaolin Temple Monks in Henan Province is part of the 2016 China-Egypt Culture Year jointly launched by Egypt and China to mark the 60th anniversary of the establishment of their diplomatic relations. The show performed at the night from 25th to 27th October, is hosted by the Chinese Cultural Centre in Egypt with the goals of enriching and intensifying the already strong mutual cultural ties.

“These events are very important specially for people who are learning Chinese like me...this gives us much more knowledge about China as it brings the Chinese culture to us,” Ahmed said.

During the 90-minute show, adult monks took the audience, which also included many Chinese, on a journey through China’s mysteries and ancient history through their magical displays.

Performers from the Shaolin Temple showed their supernatural abilities by displaying extremely complicated moves and skills such as a two finger Zen, group fighting, Shaolin traditional boxing, Shaolin hard Qigong in addition to other skills like the professional use of Kung Fu weapons. Effortlessly, the monks flew unbelievably through the air in a series of back flips and spins, holding their Shaolin weapons.

Shaolin Kung Fu, also called Shaolin Wushu, is among the oldest institutionalized styles of Chinese martial arts. It originated with the already strong mutual cultural ties.

Shaolin Kung Fu became one of the largest schools of martial arts when they performed drunken boxing, sword and rod, a traditional dramatic show that was warmly applauded by the audience. Observing the reactions of the spectators, Shi Yan’ao, a Shaolin Master invited a number of the audience on stage to teach them some techniques of the Chinese martial arts.

“This is incredible; it’s the first time I go through such a marvelous experience. I thought it would be easy to perform these moves, but this really requires great concentration and flexibility,” Hossum Mustafa, a college student said after being trained for a few minutes by Master Shi Xinhua.

Buddhist monks from China’s Shaolin Temple perform Kung Fu during a show in Cairo, Egypt, on 25 October 2016. The show is part of the 2016 China-Egypt Culture Year jointly launched by Egypt and China to mark the 60th anniversary of the establishment of their diplomatic relations. Photo: Xinhua

Egypts aghast at breathtaking shows of Shaolin Kung Fu

TOKYO — A major commercial complex will open in Tokyo’s Ginza shopping district next April with the aim of attracting foreign tourists as well as Japanese shoppers, developers said on Wednesday.

The “Ginza Six” facility will house 241 stores, restaurants and luxury jewelry shops and flagship outlets for six international brands including Celine, as well as a traditional Noh theater, offices, restaurants, a tourist service Centre and a bus terminal.

The complex, co-developed by J. Front Retailing Co. and Sumitomo Corp., will open 20 April on the site formerly occupied by Matsuzakaya department store, one of Ginza’s most legendary landmarks. The 19-story building with six underground floors will have a total floor space of around 148,700 square metres.— Kyodo News

Move over Picasso: first-ever emojis to hang in N.Y. Museum of Modern Art

NEW YORK — Smiley faces and images of food and cats designed almost 20 years ago by a Japanese phone company and used in digital messages worldwide have now attained the status of art.

The Museum of Modern Art in New York has been licensed to display the emojis in its permanent collection alongside works by Pablo Picasso and Jackson Pollock, it said on Wednesday.

It was not clear how the emojis would be displayed at MoMA, but the installation is due to open in early December.

Japanese national carrier Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, or NTT DOCOMO, developed the original set of 176 emojis and released them for cellphones and pagers in 1999.

The 12 x 12 pixel images of hearts, arrows and hand gestures were the blueprint for the emojis widely used today, and they expanded the ways to communicate using the limited screen space available on devices of the time.

Paola Antonelli, a senior curator at MoMA’s Department of Architecture and Design, said part of the mission of MoMA had always been to collect and display timeless art and design.

“Emojis as a concept go back in the centuries, to ideograms, hieroglyphics, and other graphic characters, enabling us to draw this beautiful arch that covers all of human history,” Antonelli said in a statement.

The original emojis, designed by developer Shigetaka Kurita, proved very popular in Japan, and the rest of the world soon caught on. By 2006, Alphabet Inc.’s Google (GOOGL.O) was offering emojis for use in its Gmail service, and Apple (AAPL.O) added them to its iOS messaging app. The emoji display comes six years after MoMA made headlines when it added the @ sign — used in email addresses and on social media — to its collection, citing its “design power.” — Reuters
**Mata fires Manchester United into League Cup quarters**

LONDON — Juan Mata swept home to steer Manchester United into the League Cup quarter-finals with a 1-0 win over holders and bitter local rivals Manchester City on Wednesday as Jose Mourinho got one over old adversary Pep Guardiola.

Mata rifles in a low finish past City keeper Willy Cabaleiro early in the second half at Old Trafford on a night of few chances but plenty of derby fervour as United boss Mourinho won the tactical battle against Guardiola’s much-changed City side.

The result lifted some of the pressure off Mourinho following Sunday’s 4-0 defeat to Chelsea, but for his old sparring partner, Guardiola, it was a sixth successive game without victory, his longest winless streak as a manager.

West Ham United also moved into the last eight after they overcame Chelsea 2-1 in a London derby spoiled by ugly scenes of fan violence at the end of the game, while Southampton had more misery on struggling Sunder-

ting with a 1-0 victory.

Recent results and the gathering pressure on both Mourinho and Guardiola ensured the clash at Old Trafford had all the usual spice of a derby encounter even if City had nine chances to their side against a virtually full-strength United team.

City should have gone ahead after two minutes, but Kelechi Iheanacho darted in front of his marker to direct his header hopelessly off target from close range.

United offered little attack to speak of, but gained control of possession as the match wore on and were the more dangerous side for most of the encounter.

It was a second half, however, for them to create a meaningful chance when Paul Pogba’s low shot was turned onto the post by Cabaleiro, sparking an onslaught from the home side that ended with Mata’s opener on 54 minutes.

Zlatan Ibrahimovic shrugged off a challenge then played the ball backwards to Ander Herrete,

ra, who went down dramatically in the box but Mata was follow-

ing up to powerfully steer the ball home.

Then it was just a case of holding on, which they did comfortably, as Mourinho recorded his fourth victory over Guardiola in a rivalry spanning 18 matches. The greater satisfaction for the Portuguese, however, seemed to be erasing some of the negativity of Sunday’s thrashing by his former club Chelsea.—Reuters

---

**Perfect Kerber helps Cibulkova advance in Singapore**

SINGAPORE — Angelique Kerber eased into the last four of the WTA Finals with an unbeat-

en record when the world number one thrashed Madison Keys 6-3, 6-3 in the Red Group final at the Singapore Indoor Stadium on Thursday.

The 28-year-old German won all three of her round robin matches and her straight sets tri-

umph over Keys ensured Dominika Cibulkova would join her in the semi-finals after the Slovak had earlier ground out a 6-3, 7-6(5) victory over Simona Halep.

Kerber has enjoyed a break-out season with grand slam victories at the Australian and US Opens, and her baseline hustling and resilient defence proved far too strong for an erratic Keys, who was broken six times in nine service games.

“It’s always tough to play against Madison so I was focussed on playing my best and going for it when I had the chance,” Kerber said. “I moved well and returned well and it feels incredible to be in the semi-finals for a first time.”

The first set featured five consecutive service break before the German took control by neutralising Keys’s powerful forehand.

Kerber staved off another break point in eighth game to edge 5-3 ahead and the German claimed the first set when Keys was unable to hold serve for a fourth straight time.

The American’s high-risk aggressive game is vulnerable against a defensive master like Kerber but after hitting too many unforced errors in the first set, Keys found her range at the start of the second to open a 2-0 lead with an early break. —Reuters

---

**Unacceptable says Bilić as crowd trouble mars West Ham victory**

LONDON — Crowd trouble marred West Ham United’s continued resurgence as fans clashed at the London Stadium near the end of the 2-1 League Cup victory over Chelsea on Wednesday.

Goals from Cheikhou Kouyate and Eidur Gudjohnsen earned West Ham a third consecutive win to put them in the quarter-finals of the competition while Nishikori reduced his errors against a defensive master like Kerber but after hitting too many unforced errors in the first set, Keys found her range at the start of the second to open a 2-0 lead with an early break.—Reuters

---

**Nishikori advances to Swiss Indoors q’finals**

BASEL, (Switzerland) — Japanese ace Kei Nishikori advanced to the quarter-finals of the Swiss Indoors with a straight-sets win over Paolo Lorenzi on Wednesday.

In his second match back since suffering an injury at the Japan Open in early October, world No. 5 Nishikori made 18 unforced errors in the first set but cleaned up in the second to overcome the plucky 38th-ranked Italian 7-6(3), 6-2 in 98 minutes.

There was frustration,” Nishikori said of the first set in which he squandered a number of break opportunities.

“I missed break points time and time after that and made things difficult. But I was able to put pressure on my opponent and the chances kept coming,” added the Rio Olympic singles bronze medalist.

Nishikori reduced his errors in the second set and after winning his first break point in the third game, the 26-year-old noticed back.

“I think I played really good tennis in the second set,” said Nishikori, who will face either Belgian fifth seed David Goffin or Argentina’s Rio Olympic singles silver medalist Juan Martin del Potro in the last eight.

Nishikori suffered an injury to his left glute at the Japan Open earlier this month and opted out of the 9-16 October Shanghai Masters.

He is seeking his second title of the season, having won at the Memphis Open in February.—Kyodo News
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---

**Mata fires Manchester United into League Cup quarters**

LONDON — Juan Mata swept home to steer Manchester United into the League Cup quarter-finals with a 1-0 win over holders and bitter local rivals Manchester City on Wednesday as Jose Mourinho got one over old adversary Pep Guardiola.

Mata rifles in a low finish past City keeper Willy Cabaleiro early in the second half at Old Trafford on a night of few chances but plenty of derby fervour as United boss Mourinho won the tactical battle against Guardiola’s much-changed City side.
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